COVID-19 RESPONSE

PHASE 1: IMMEDIATE NEEDS
- Contacted and surveyed families needs
- Prioritized services: food insecurity and virtual programs
- Enhanced case management team for family support

PHASE 2: STAYING CONNECTED
- Take home program kits, tablets and supplies
- Served 10,150 hot meals during Club closures
- Virtual YouTube program videos and virtual mentoring

PHASE 3: PREPAREDNESS
- Sanitation, masks, thermometers and individual supplies
- Facility and Program reorganization for distancing
- Safety and trauma training

PHASE 4: REOPENING
- Expanded hours from 8am - 5:30pm
- 7 Locations: 5 Summer Camps and 2 Teen Centers
- 3 meals and snack daily and weekly take home produce

Help Us, Change Lives!
Donate Today
bgcnv.org | 530.899.0335